
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) is required throughout the customer lifecycle, from onboarding through ongoing 
activity. But customer profiles are always in flux, and there are numerous, disparate data sources that contribute to 
their overall risk. The combination of legacy systems and manual processes have restricted financial institutions to 
scheduled, periodic reviews  — losing oversight of customer risk and allowing criminals to slip through the cracks. 
Evolving, granular risk profiling is a must to truly know your customer in today’s digital world.

Customer Due Diligence that evolves as they do.

Know Your Customer/Customer Due Diligence

Continuous. 
Evolutionary. 
Proactive.

Trusted by 80% of the world’s Fortune 500 companies

Risk score and onboard potential customers, using a powerful risk engine and a multitude of data sources. Aggregate 

sanctions lists, risk-related watchlists (including your internal lists, PEPs, RCAs, and other lists), and adverse media in one 

interface for faster decision-making.

Catch high-risk changes in customer profiles or watchlist matches before the next scheduled review. Get proactive 

triggers for significant customer profile changes. Define the parameters that align with your risk strategy so investigators 

focus on high-priority cases.

Eliminate the need for manual checks against disparate data sources. Reduce the total cost of ownership by consolidating 

watchlists and adverse media on one platform. All watchlists are automatically updated in alignment with governing 

authorities.

Know Your Customer quickly, with confidence

Monitor the fluidity of customer risk

Automate watchlist management

https://feedzai.com/


Request a demo

See our technology
in action.

sales@feedzai.com          info@feedzai.com          feedzai.com

Key Features

Built-in customer screening 
Scan customer data efficiently. Reduce false 

positives through our robust matching algorithm, 

which ensures illicit actors don’t sneak through 

using misspellings or variations of names.

Evolutionary risk profiling 
Continuously assess changing demographics

without additional effort. Customers’ risk

profiles automatically evolve as they interact

with your business. Alerts are generated

based on the delta in the risk parameters you 

establish.

Interconnected AML tools 
Leverage outcomes from other Feedzai solutions,

such as screening results, transaction monitoring

alerts, and filed SARs for the most comprehensive 

customer risk score.

Flexible and fresh data sources
Aggregate global sanctions watchlists, PEP/RCA

lists, and Adverse Media - while maintaining

flexibility to enrich lists with third-party data

sources.

Configurable thresholds  
and permissions
Start day one with validated best practices and

iterate as needed based on your risk appetite

and strategic goals. Define permissions based

on internal roles.

Feedzai bestowed 
Top 21 RegTech 
Innovation Award.

Feedzai named best-in-class 
fraud and AML machine 
learning platform vendor.

Feedzai ranked #15 
on the Forbes list of most 
promising AI companies.

Awards and Recognition
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